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Comparative Performance of Wavelet and JPEG Coders at High

Quality

V� R� Algazi R� R� Estes Jr�

Center for Image Processing and Integrated Computing �CIPIC�
University of California� Davis

Qualimage� Inc�
Davis� CA

ABSTRACT

In recent work� we have examined the performance of wavelet coders using a perceptually relevant image quality
metric� the Picture Quality Scale �PQS�� In that study� we considered some of the design options available with
respect to choice of wavelet basis� quantizer� and method for error�free encoding of the quantized coe�cients�
including the EZW methodology� A speci�c combination of these design options provides the best trade o�
between performance and PQS quality� Here� we extend this comparison by evaluating the performance of JPEG
and the previously chosen optimal wavelet scheme� focusing principally on the high quality range�

Keywords� Coder performance� wavelets� wavelet transform� JPEG� perceptual distortion measure� image cod�
ing�

� INTRODUCTION

The current situation in image coding is that the existence of standards provides strong disincentives to the
introduction of new encoding methods for widespread use� Unless a compelling case can be made that a new
algorithm will provide vastly improved performance� the use of a standard has signi�cant commercial advantages�
However� when it comes to evaluating the performance of a new image coder� the issue is both complex and
di�cult to resolve� This is because in the trade o� of bit rate for image quality� the evaluation of quality using the
mean squared error �MSE� or peak signal�to�noise ratio �PSNR� is inadequate and does not allow for meaningful
comparisons� In fact� the development of both wavelet and subband coders has been predicated� in part� on
an expected improvement in image quality that has been di�cult to substantiate� Of course� within its class
of coders� there is a number of options and parameters that will a�ect the performance� The choice of such
intraclass parameters is a substantial problem of its own� This is the problem that we have addressed in previous
publications for the case of wavelet encoding of monochrome images������ In this paper� we expand our study by
comparing the best of the wavelet encoders that we have previously considered to a standard JPEG encoder� For
that comparison� we will make use of two image quality measures as a function of bit rate� We use the PSNR
for reference� because it is widely used� and the Picture Quality Scale �PQS�� a perceptually relevant distortion
metric� The use of PQS has already been shown to be bene�cial in the study of wavelet coders� Here� we focus
on high quality image coding�
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Figure �� The construction of PQS�

� TEST IMAGES AND QUALITY MEASURES

The development of a perceptually relevant image quality measure is a complex process that requires specifying
carefully the image viewing conditions� among other requirements� A simple distortion metric� such as MSE or
PSNR�� provides an indication of relative quality changes for adjustments in the coding parameters� This is
useful when encoding a single image using a speci�c coder� with small changes in coding parameters� The results�
however� are coder and image dependent� Further� the correspondence of PSNR to the evaluation of image quality
by an observer is weak� Therefore� the use of the PSNR as a quality measure is principally useful when comparing
techniques with respect to a speci�c image� Extending the results obtained for one image to other images is
problematic� As for the comparison of coding algorithms� since the PSNR is dependent on image complexity�
local behavior of coders in complex portions of the image may determine the PSNR� while visual masking may
make such large local errors perceptually unimportant�

A more satisfactory approach is to use a perceptually relevant distortion measure� i�e�� one which agrees with
evaluations by human observers� One such measure� which we have developed� is the Picture Quality Scale
�PQS������� mentioned earlier and currently illustrated in Figure �� It is computed from �ve distortion factors
commonly introduced by coders� Local distortion factor images are computed for each factor� then the images
are combined using multiple regression and principal component analysis to obtain a single number� the PQS
value� representing the quality of a given image� For a set of �� images� the correlation between PQS and the
mean opinion scores �MOS� obtained from subjective testing is 	�
���� indicating the potential of PQS as a image
quality metric� Its properties and development are discussed next�

��� Picture Quality Scale

Research into the psychophysics of human visual perception has revealed that the HVS is not equally sensitive
to various types of distortion in an image� thereby� directly a�ecting the perceived image quality� The PQS is
based on quantitative measures of several distortion factors� Because these distortion factors are correlated� a
principal component analysis is done to transform them into uncorrelated sources of errors�� These errors are
then mapped to a PQS value using a model obtained from linear regression analysis with the mean opinion score
�MOS�� a �ve scale subjective ranking of image quality in terms of perceived distortions that are described in
Table ���

�PSNR � f�MSE� � �� log
��
������MSE�� i�e�� they are just di	erent representations of the same quantity and� therefore� can

be used interchangeably�



Grading Scales Impairment
� Imperceptible
� Perceptible� but not annoying
� Slightly annoying
� Annoying
� Very annoying

Table �� The mean opinion score� a picture quality scale�

����� Distortion factors

The current version of the PQS includes �ve distortion factors of which the �rst two are derived from random
errors and the last three from structured errors� Here we give only a description of these distortion factors�
Formulas for computing the actual numerical measures are detailed elsewhere��� Note that e	ective perceptual
distortion measures are a function of display resolution and viewing distance�

Distortion factor F� is a weighted di	erence between the original and the compressed images� The weighting
function adopted is the International Radio Consultative Committee 
CCIR� television noise weighting standard�

Distortion factor F� is also a weighted di	erence between the original and the compressed images� The
weighting function is from a model of the HVS��� In addition� an indicator function is included to account for the
perceptual threshold of visibility�

Distortion factor F� re�ects the endofblock disturbances� The HVS is quite sensitive to linear and structured
error features in images� In block coders� the error image contains discontinuities at the end of blocks� which
explains perceived blocking artifacts in the compressed image�

Distortion factor F� accounts for general correlated errors� Errors with strong correlation are more perceptible
than random patterns� Strong correlation in the error image suggests more apparent distortion than accounted
for by the magnitude of the errors�

Distortion factor F� is a measure of the large errors that occur for most coders in the vicinity of high contrast
transitions 
edges�� Two psychophysical e	ects occur in the vicinity of high contrast edges� On the one hand� the
visibility of noise and errors decreases� this is referred to as visual masking� On the other hand� misalignments
and blurring of edges is quite objectionable�

����� Principal component representation of distortion measures

Because the distortion factors fFig are correlated� a principal component analysis is performed to decorrelate
the distortion measures and identify the dominant sources� The MOS data consists of ��� subjective evaluations�
� viewers� � images� � coders� and � quality levels for each coder� For each of the �� encoded images� the MOS
scores are averaged resulting in �� MOS evaluations� An eigen analysis of the distortion factors versus the MOS
evaluations indicates that the three largest eigenvalues account for ��� of the total error energy� Therefore� the
three corresponding eigenvectors transform fFig into a principal component representation� fZig��i��� and

PQS � b� �
�X

i��

biZi

where fbig��i�� are the partial regression coe�cients obtained by multiple linear regression of fZig against the
MOS��� Transforming the results obtained back into the original factor space� we have

PQS � ����� � �����F� � �����F� � ����F� � �����F� � �����F�� 
��

As de�ned above� PQS �ts the original MOS data with a correlation coe�cient of �����



Our extensive experiments indicate that PQS di�erentiates images encoded at the same PSNR� in accordance
with the assessment of image quality by human observers� Note� however� that the MOS scale� and the PQS scale
which matches it� is very broad and may not meet the needs of critical applications�

In this paper� we will use several test images and both PSNR and PQS for the comparison of coding algorithms�
The use of both measures will allow some statements or conclusions on the relative sensitivity and use of such
measures in comparing coders�

Because of our interest in high quality� for which image quality is di�cult to evaluate� we will also use a hybrid
method that attempts to sharpen the application of PQS across coders� We will compare and match subjectively
coders for a single image at the bottom of the quality range of interest� and use the quality measure for tracking
the image quality for increasing bit rate� Thus� in such an hybrid scheme� the objective PQS measure is anchored
subjectively across coders� This experiment will be described more fully in Section ��

� THE WAVELET CODERS

A very common image encoding paradigm consists of three stages� transformation� quantization and encoding�
Many wavelet transform encoding techniques� as well as the DCT based JPEG� �t into this framework� More
sophisticated techniques have been developed� but we have shown that a proper choice of each of these components
results in a code which performs as well as� or better than� some of these newer techniques������ In particular� a
simple such strategy using a biorthogonal wavelet transform� a quantizer designed for the human visual system
and a simple �color shrinking� based coder performs better than the widely used EZW code��� In the remainder
of this section� we summarize and extend our previous results and present the best performing wavelet coder�
Later� in Section �� this coder will be compared with the JPEG results of Section 	�

��� Wavelet Representations

For our purposes� a wavelet transform is an octave band� subband decomposition� The original image is split
into four subbands using a critically sampled �lter bank� and this process is then iterated on the lowest frequency
subband to further decorrelate the transform coe�cients� Each iteration corresponds to a coarser spatial scale

in the original image� Here� we consider separable transforms which are computed by independently processing
the rows� then the columns� using half band 
�D �lters� We also further limit our discussion to ��D wavelet
transforms� i�e�� wavelet transforms of images� Finally� we only consider simple� widely used� orthogonal and
biorthogonal wavelet transforms� i�e�� we leave the study of more sophisticated wavelet image representations�
including wavelet packets� multiwavelets� and multiscale edges for future work�

Orthogonal expansions have many advantages for image coding and compactly supported orthogonal wavelets�
which correspond to �nite impulse response FIR� �lters and can be implemented e�ciently� are typically used�
The length of the �lter used is related to the degree of smoothness and regularity of the wavelet which� in turn�
can a�ect coding performance��� With the exception of the � tap Haar wavelets� however� linear phase� compact
orthogonal wavelet transforms cannot be designed� This leads us to consider biorthogonal wavelet transforms�

In orthogonal wavelet transforms� the QMF �lter pairs are derived from a single prototype �lter resulting in
a set of quadrature �lters QF� which are orthogonal to each other� The biorthogonal case� derived from two
prototype �lters� results in a set of quadrature �lters which are no longer orthogonal to each other� but which
are orthogonal to another QF pair used to compute the inverse transform� This generalization allows symmetric�
compact wavelet transforms to be designed� Perfect reconstruction is preserved and Mallat�s fast algorithm can
still be used�

Studies����� have found the performance gain from using �lters with more than � or 
� taps is not justi�ed�
thus� we chose the popular � tap orthogonal wavelet of Daubechies D��� and the ����� wavelet of Barlaud
B������� which was rated highly in a recent study by Villasenor� Bellzer� and Liao��� for our comparative study�



��� Quantization Techniques

Quantization techniques generally fall into one of two categories� scalar and vector quantization� respectively�
depending on whether the coe�cients are quantized individually� or in groups� The design of such quantizers is
driven by rate�distortion theory that is somewhat limited� Speci�cally� the theory assumes an ensemble of images
with a known statistical characterization� For such an ensemble� the quantization strategy can be determined and
the set of coe�cients which need to be transmitted de�ned� This quantization information� then� can be stored
at both the encoder and decoder and does not need to be transmitted� This methodology does not work well in
practice� because adequate statistical characterizations are not available� Threshold coders solve this problem in
an adaptive fashion� where the set of signi�cant coe�cients is allowed to vary from image to image� As such� the
location of signi�cant coe�cients must also be encoded� Newer� space�frequency quantization techniques result
when this location overhead is explicitly considered�

Scalar quantizers are de�ned by partitioning the real line into a set of intervals and choosing a single value
in each interval to represent all values which lie in that interval� Optimally� each coe�cient must be quantized
based on its probability distribution� If a variable length encoder is used to encode the quantized coe�cients�
then we can safely restrict our attention to uniform quantizers��� in which case only a single parameter� the step
size� must be chosen to specify each quantizer�

In the wavelet case� an N �scale transform results in �N � � subbands� each of which is assumed to contain
coe�cients with similar distributions� so that quantizer design consists of choosing �N � � quantizer step sizes�
If the wavelet transform is orthonormal� then to minimize the MSE� a single uniform quantizer for all subbands
is used� However� our goal is to minimize perceptual error� so that better quantizer designs should be used�

Vector quantization is a generalization of scalar quantization in which vectors� or blocks� of pixels are quantized
instead of the pixels themselves� The optimality of VQ over SQ is discussed by Gersho and Gray��� We refer to
both scalar and vector quantization� as discussed above� as frequency quantization methods� since each subband
corresponds to a di	erent frequency range� Wavelet representations� however� have both scale 
frequency� and
space contexts� so that spatial grouping and quantization is possible and desirable�

For reasons mentioned above� the cost of encoding a coe�cient is more accurately represented by the cost
of encoding its location plus the cost of encoding its magnitude� Techniques which consider both of these costs
will outperform those that do not� A relatively simple such approach� the embedded zerotree coder 
EZW����

was one of the �rst papers that demonstrated the advantages of wavelet representations over other commonly
used representations� such as the DCT� It encodes wavelet transform coe�cients in an embedded fashion� i�e��
the data stream can be truncated at any point� trading rate for quality� and the image reconstructed� It encodes
the quantized coe�cients from most signi�cant to least signi�cant bitplane and exploits intra and inter�subband
spatial dependencies using a quadtree�like data structure� Newer� space frequency quantizers����� optimize coder
performance by discarding coe�cients which do not contribute proportionately to a reduction in MSE�

In our previous study� in addition to using a single uniform scalar quantizer 
Q��� we also considered the HVS
frequency weighted quantizer of Lewis and Knowles 
Q���� and an entropy�constrained quantizer in which a bit
budget is optimally allocated to each subband and used as a constraint for quantizer design 
Q��� For the latter
technique we used the optimum bit allocation scheme of Chen� Itoh� and Hashimoto� with a uniform Laplacian
rate�distortion model���

��� Error�Free Encoding Techniques

Although not an actual encoding technique� band based Shannon entropy is commonly used in the evaluation
of coding performance� A simple encoding technique results if Hu	man codes are designed for each band� Care
must be exercised� however� to ensure that accurate statistics are used to design these codes� One can design a
universal code based on an ensemble of typical images or explicitly transmit the Hu	man codes� along with the
compressed image data� to the decoder� For highly skewed sources� such as quantized wavelet transformed images�
Hu	man codes are known to be very ine�cient� However� if the most probable symbols 
zeros� are removed from



the source and encoded separately� little spatial correlation remains among the nonzero values� which can then
be encoded e�ciently� Commonly� run�length encoding the abundance of zeros� when combined with Hu�man
encoding of the nonzero values� produces good results����

Adaptive arithmetic codes start with no information about the image and implicitly transmit the model
to the decoder in the compressed data stream� Therefore� they are free from the statistical ensemble issues
associated with the design of Hu�man codes� Binary arithmetic codes� such as the Q�code and QM�code��� are
more computationally e�cient than their multi�alphabet counterparts� but require a mapping from the quantized
coe�cients to a sequence of binary decisions� A simple technique� which is similar to the run�length encoding
discussed above� proves to be very bene�cial� The locations of the nonzero pixels are speci�ed by encoding a
binary activity mask �all nonzero values are set to �� with standard binary image compression techniques� such
as the Joint Bi�level Image Experts Group �JBIG� coder� after which the nonzero pixels are mapped through a
balanced binary tree and encoded� Using this color shrinking� based technique� we often obtain bit rates less
than the Shannon entropy �based on independent pixels� due to the signi�cant spatial correlation between the
zeros in a wavelet�transformed image�

Three encoding strategies were considered in our previous study	 Hu�man coding �E��� Hu�man coding plus
runlength coding of the activity map �E
�� and color shrinking technique where we QM�encode the activity mask
with a ��pixel spatial predictive context and the nonzero values using binary tree decomposition �E���

��� Extensions

After reviewing our previous work������ we have modi�ed the encoding and quantization strategies used there�
The conclusions are consistent with earlier results� but we present our modi�cations here for completeness� In our
previous work� a separate� independent bit rate was speci�ed for the lowest frequency LL band and the minimum
allowed step size for any band was ��� Such quantization� for some images at higher bit rates� leads to cases
where the lowest frequency coe�cients are quantized as coarsely as the highest frequency coe�cients� which is
clearly undesirable� Here� we modify our previous quantizers Q� and Q
 �to obtain Q�� and Q
�� so that the
lowest frequency LL subband is quantized with the same step size as the lowest LH� HL� and HH subbands�
When orthonormal transforms are used� Q�� is now just a uniform quantizer and the step sizes for Q
� are just
scaled versions of those given in Figure 
� This simple quantization matrix scaling mirrors the technique used in
JPEG�
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Figure 
	 Perceptual frequency weighted� � scale� wavelet quantization matrix�

In addition� we modi�ed the encoder� It is still based on the binary QM�code��� but uses a di�erent mapping
from gray scale to binary and is a complete code in that a separate encoder and decoder are used and the only
input to the decoder is the encoded data stream� The entire image is also encoded in one pass� First� we encode
whether the pixel is  or not using a ��pixel spatial context� Next� if the value is non� then we encode its sign�
Finally� we encode the positive integer that remains using a binary tree decomposition or by using a magnitude
category based technique similar to that used in JPEG�s arithmetic coder��� The latter method is simpler and
leads to results which are slightly better than the binary tree� so that it is used exclusively and brie�y described
next� Consider a strictly positive integer i to be encoded� We encode it by encoding blog� ic �s followed by the
binary representation of i from most signi�cant bit �MSB� to least signi�cant bit �note that the MSB must be ���



The magnitude category bits and the most signi�cant � bit are encoded in their own states� but a single state is
used to encode the remaining less signi�cant bits� since there isn�t much correlation between them��� We denote
this coder E���

��� Results

In our previous work������ we evaluated �� wavelet coding techniques� �� of which were obtained by considering
all combinations of the � wavelets 	D� and B�
�� � quantizers 	Q�� Q�� and Q��� and � encoders 	E�� E�� and E��
mentioned in Sections �������� The �nal technique considered was EZW��� In this work we have added quantizers
Q�� and Q�� and encoder E��� Four scale� �� band� wavelet transformations were used� Next� we summarize the
previous results and then briey discuss the modi�cations�

In our previous work� E�� the �color shrinking� based encoder� was obviously the best encoder for this
application� By exploiting the spatial dependencies in an activity mask� the transform coe�cients can be encoded
at a rate that is as much as ���� bits�pixel 	bpp� below the independent pixel entropy�

When evaluated with respect to PSNR� all quantizers perform similarly� but when the perceptually relevant
PQS is used� the advantages of exploiting the HVS become evident� and the quantizer of Lewis and Knowles��

performed signi�cantly better than the other two considered� At higher rates� the dominance of Q� was as much
as ���� PQS� con�rming the value of the HVS�adapted quantization�

In all cases� B�
 outperformed D� in both PQS and PSNR for a large portion of our test bit rate range� For
a given bit rate� the lead of B�
 over D� was as much as ���� PQS or ��� dB PSNR� From another point of view�
using B�
� one can save as much as approximately ��� bits�pixel for a given PQS or PSNR value� Note that the
�lters of B�
 and D� have similar lengths� the advantage of the former over the latter is clear�

Finally� we compared the �� product coders designed above with the popular EZW code� Our best coder�
B�
�Q��E�� out performs the EZW code in most cases�

To test our modi�cations� we encoded � ��� images 	of varying type and complexity� using the set of codes
fD�� B�
g�fQ��� Q��g�fE��g and our implementation of EZW�� As before� each code was evaluated using both
PSNR and PQS� The results obtained for the �hotel� image are given in Figure ��

As expected� since uniform quantization 	Q��� minimizes the MSE� the results for Q�� are better than the
corresponding results for quantizer Q�� in all cases when PSNR is used as a quality measure� Yet� the Q�� codes
perform better than Q�� codes when evaluated using a perceptually relevant quantizer� emphasizing the shortfalls
of PSNR� As before� the B�
 results are better than the D� results� and our codes perform better than EZW�
Although not shown� our new coder E�� performs slightly better than E��

��� Discussion

We have presented some results from a comparative study of di�erent wavelet image coders using a perception�
based picture quality scale as well as the traditional PSNR� While our study cannot cover all the aspects of wavelet
coder design� we believe that the comparisons are highly representative� Our work shows that an excellent
wavelet coder can result from a careful synthesis of existing techniques of wavelet representation� quantization�
and error�free encoding� All three parts play a role in making a good coder� exploiting the spatial dependency
between quantized coe�cients is an e�ective way to boost the overall performance of a wavelet coder� quantizers
designed with considerations of the characteristics of HVS are very attractive when an appropriate distortion
measure is used� and the e�ect symmetric biorthogonal wavelet perform better than the asymmetric� orthogonal
counterparts� Finally� our study testi�es to the necessity of perception�based quality metrics such as the PQS for
coder evaluation� The approach we take here is certainly not limited to evaluation of wavelet coders� Next� we
look at similar comparisons performed for the JPEG coder�
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Figure �� Wavelet encoding results for image �hotel��

� THE JPEG CODER

The JPEG image coding technique�� was recently standardized� and since then has become a very popular
image encoding technique� In JPEG� images are encoded using a � � � discrete cosine transform �DCT�� Each
image is decomposed into non	overlapping ��� blocks which are then transformed with the DCT� The transform
coe
cients are then quantized independently to exploit the frequency response of the human visual system �HVS��
Finally� the quantized coe
cients are encoded in a zig zag order� from low to higher frequencies� using a runlength�
Hu�man technique� In this technique� sequences of zeros are runlength encoded to overcome the ine
ciencies of
Hu�man codes for highly skewed sources�

Of the many extensions proposed in the JPEG standard��� a few are important here� since we are comparing the
performance of JPEG and wavelet coders using a perceptually relevant quality metric� Of primary importance�
JPEG allows for custom quantization matrices to be specied� In this work� we will restrict our attention
to the baseline JPEG coder� as implemented by the PVRG	JPEG��� and one image dependent rate	distortion
quantizer optimization technique �RDOPT���� The baseline quantization matrix �shown in Table �� quantizes
high frequencies more coarsely than lower frequencies� exploiting the HVS� but further optimization would to
be benecial� Other techniques exist for designing these quantizers� such as the perceptually based DCTune
algorithm��� but was not considered due to a lack of its availability�

Any extension that improves the coding e
ciency of JPEG would also be useful� Using arithmetic encoding
instead of Hu�man codes would improve the performance of JPEG considerably� The PVRG	JPEG we use is
a two pass algorithm� designing Hu�man codes in the rst pass that are used to encode the data in the second
pass instead of using the default codes suggested in the JPEG standard� As such� its performance is better than
baseline JPEG coders which use the built in codes�

Typical coding results obtained with JPEG and the optimized RDOPT are shown in Figure �� where we see� at
high quality� that the large di�erences indicated by PSNR are much smaller when measured with the perceptually
relevant PQS scale� We also note that di�erences between the two techniques are fairly small� Using PSNR� we
nd that RDOPT can reduce the bit rate by as much as � bpp or improve the PSNR by as much as � dB� with
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Figure �
 JPEG encoding results for image �hotel�

typical values �for high quality images� of about ��� bpp and � dB� Using PQS� the bit rate reduction is more
modest �� ��� bpp� and the PQS improvement is less than ��� PQS� with typical values of ���� bpp and ����
PQS� respectively�

� COMPARATIVE RESULTS OF WAVELET AND JPEG

CODERS

In the comparison of JPEG and wavelet coders� we make use of both PSNR and PQS by similarity to our work
on wavelet coders� The use of PQS will also allow us to evaluate the comparative e�ectiveness of improvements
or extensions to standard coders on perceptual grounds� Although we have studied several images� we show
graphs and discuss results for a single representative image� since the results are consistent across images and
graphs for a representative image are more informative that averages over a set� We use the best wavelet coder
�B�	�Q���E��� from Section � in these comparisons well as the baseline PVRG�JPEG and RDOPT results of the
previous section�

In Figure � we compare of the performance of the B�	�Q���E�� with baseline JPEG and RDOPT� for image
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Figure �� Comparison of JPEG and wavelet codes for image �hotel��

�hotel�� We focus principally on the behavior for high quality images �� � PQS� and observe that the wavelet
coder is consistently better than either JPEG coder� The use of PSNR shows an increasingly large superiority
for the wavelet coder as the rate increases� but such a change at high PSNR is not meaningful� The PQS score
gives a much more realistic comparison� If we compare the gain in PQS value versus bit rate� we 	nd that the a
typical gain of about 
��� PQS over JPEG and 
�� PQS over RDOPT� This corresponds to a typical reduction
of 
�� bpp and 
� bpp� respectively� but can be as high as 
�� PQS and 
�� bpp� Comparing with the PSNR
results� we see that the PQS results are moderated at higher bit rates and� furthermore� that the advantages of
the perceptually designed wavelet quantizer are not apparent from the PSNR results�

Similar results are found for all test images� with B���Q���E�� 
���
�� PQS better� or requiring 
����
�� bpp
less� than JPEG� with typical values around 
� PQS and 
�� bpp� RDOPT achieves about half of these gains�
Using PSNR as a performance measure� the di�erences are as high as ��� bpp and ��� dB for JPEG and are
misleading�

��� Re�ning the PQS Evaluation

Because there is scattering of values and uncertainty in the PQS scores obtained for a set of images and a
set of coders� we considered re	nement of the PQS scale to account for any coder dependent bias that might
exist� Since we are interested in high quality images� we visually compared images encoded at a quality of about
� PQS� for a wavelet coder and JPEG� The �hotel� image was encoded at a range of qualities with both coding
techniques� We printed these images on a very high quality Fuji Pictography printer in strips of four ���

���� prints�
The quality varied gradually from one image to the next across the strip� By comparing the strips of images�
we performed a comparison of images across coders� Using a wavelet encoded image at ��� PQS� we determined
that the JPEG encoded images that bracketed its quality were at ��
� and ���� PQS� From this simple subjective
evaluation� we concluded that the PQS scale allows us to reach reasonable conclusion about the relative merit of
the coding techniques with respect to their subjective image quality� Similar experiments would also be useful
for comparison of PQS across images� but have not been performed at this time�



� DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The very large and growing number of coding schemes� extensions and improvements� makes the comprehen�
sive comparison of their performance a massive e�ort beyond the scope of this paper� This paper makes two
contributions� The �rst one is with respect to methodology� The comparative use of PQS and PSNR as quality
measures points out the value of a perceptual measure� principally at high quality� as the results for PSNR become
meaningless� Second� by restricting ourselves two popular coding schemes� and to high quality� we were able to
reach some conclusions about their relative performance� The best wavelet coder is consistently superior to the
baseline JPEG coder and slightly better than the optimized RDOPT JPEG coder� RDOPT�s image dependent
optimization bridges the gap between the two classes of coders� but we note that the similar optimization has
not been done as for our wavelet coding� In general� JPEG and wavelet codes can be designed with similar
quantization and encoding techniques and current research is bridging this gap� but� at the present time� results
are sparse� hindering a more systematic comparison� We are currently working on such a comparison�

A similar study also needs to be carried out at lower quality� but the results presented here make it clear
that a perceptual quality measure must be used� The PQS scale is applicable to lower quality after a tailoring
of the technique to changes in the relative importance of visual artifacts as the image quality decreases� We
note� however� that the artifacts are substantially di�erent for wavelet and for JPEG coders� and that a broad
equivalence of quality may not be adequate for some applications� De�ning and sharpening the coupling between
the application and the relevant quality measure is a task that we have set for ourselves�
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